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The article discusses two interreleted aspects of
computer education: the computers potential for developing cognitive
skills and ways in whidh the differential participation of males and
females in computer experiences may 'lead to inequitable outcomes. The
Assessing the Cognitive Consequences of Computer Environments for
Learnihg Project (ACCCEL) has identified several aspects of computer
environments which make it particularly cognitively demanding: the
interactive, complex, and challenging nature of the environment; the
precise feedback of information;*and the possibility for multiple
solutions. In addition, higher cognitive skills can be fostered by
certain types of educational software and commercial computer games
which lend themselves to student adaptation and creativity. However,
a gap, exists between this educational promise of computers and the
reality of their use in the.classroom. A number of factors may
account for this gap, among them teachers' lack of awareness of
computers' potential for fostering cognitive skills, lack of
appropriate curriculum materials, and the restriction of cokputers to
programming and logic courses. This gap in turn contributes to the
potential for inequitabae outcomes. Females are poorly represented in
computer courses in high schools and colleges, a fact which is
attributed to both content and process of computer instruction. ,

Equitable outcomes will be enhanced if teachers tailor instruction to
the needs of th, learner, guiding exploration of the computer eok
female students. (LP)
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,

omputer Learning Environments
;

Computers play an increasiQgiy central role in our
7_

-soci.ety. Lack of proficiency in using computers and lack of

.fknowledge about their capabilities canoe a barrier to per-

ticipation :in many technologically rich fields as well. at

for securing jobs in many intellectually and financially

rewarding .careers Computer learning environments also have

`-.N. the potential for enhancing many typeS of cognitive skills
.

that are rarely encountered in other learning situations.

The.well-documented differential participation of rrales

and females in computer learning environments could lead to

corresponding differences in cognitive attainments and

career access. In oraerto reverse this pOtential trend 'the

:quality of computer education must be improved, espeCiallY

to ensure that learning environments are tailored to differ-

ences among in4iviguals. Most immediately, steps must be

_taken to ensure equitable participation of males and females

these environments.

This article

environments -For

describes the ways in which coqoutler

learning have the potential for fostering

cognitiyeskills for stUdents. It also characterizes.

the gap between the potential Of computers in education ands

the reality of their use in classrooms, documents differen-

tial participation of males ana 'feMales in :computer



experiences. describes two studies of how maled and females;-

respond t.o' computer iearning environments and suggests:

future actionstto fos'ter equitable outcomes- from computer

learning environments.

Potential of Compute& Learning Environments

for Fostering Cognitive

The ASsessing the Cognitive Conseguences of Computer

Env).ronments for Learning (ACCCEL)-project jointly_conducEed

by the Lawrence Hall of Science at the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley and the Far West Laboratory in San Fran-

cisco is examining the potential of computer environments

for fostering. ognitive understanding. This National Insti-

tute of Education funded project has begun to identify the

N
specific feaures of the computer learning environment whfCh

foster highercognit'ive skills:

Computer programming 'activities- certain]y have the

,fosteringpotential for osterdng probgen solving skills such a sthose

emphasized in several recent repor'0. which have called

attention to.the deplorable statue of science and mathematics

education in the United States today. The report of the

National Commission on Excellence in Education. "A Nation at

Risk" states a pressing need _for

-create a "learning society". Sim%Iarly e National ScienCe

edu'cational 'reform

Board in a report entitled "Educating A ricans for the .21st

Century" has called -For the "new basic's" Or the thinking
4

skills required to code with raid technological and scien-



tific ,advances. Both reports emphasize the need for

instruction which fosters problem solving, prepares learners

to deal with naturally occurring problems, and encourages.

students t think critically. Computer learning enyiron-

ments have the potential for imparting some of these impor-

eOtant higher gnitive skills. Equitable access to instruc-

_tion whith fosters:, such skills is, thus. clearly essential.

COmpOter Learning Environments

The ACCCEL project has identified six features of the.

computer learning environment which make it particularly

cognitively demanding, First,, the environment is interac-

tive. The computer can respond, quickly and informatively to

the learner. Thus. individuals can try several possible

repairs for errors in their" programs and obtain immediate

responses from the compUter. Tn contrast._ it often takes

days or- weeks to get. responses to- homework. Second, the.

computer can provide precise feedback e.g. infor:mation about

where the problem Solver has gone wrong. This preciseness is

reprodutible, providing the same response to all learners.

Thus; learners are 'treated equally, receiving the same

response from thecomputer every time they giye the same

_input. Fourth, the environment for learning computer skills

is complex.: The computer environment can strain the' 8-

cessinc capacity of the learner. Fifth, computers can pro-
,

vide learners with problems which have my.ktiole solptions.

Thus.. students can, write several programs to do the same
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task and compare the effectiveness of, their programs
f

Sixthi the computer environment challenging. Computer

learning environments can motivate the learner -to solve com-
,

plex problems which might otherwise be omitted from the cLir-

riculum.

Ch-ain COntCOUgAgeS

hre

When the six ;features of computer learning environments

used fully, .the computer environment can eventually

;foster higher cognitive skills. Initially, students learn

the .basic elements a computer environment. ,Then they

learn procedurest +or combiniog those elements to solve prob-

lems. In so doing they have the potential of cognitiye

TheACCCEL project-Seeks to identify the chain of cognitive

consequences necessary to achieve higher cognitive skills.

For example, the programming environment is probably

one of the most cognitively demanding computer learning

environments currently available. When students learn to

Program they learn the basic elements such as the language

+eatures o+- the system and they learn procedures for

creatively .combining. those language -Featuree:intth a gran

which becomes their program. In addition, when individuals

deVire'plans +or programs, ineitably those plans.areincom-

plete or inaccurate. Students also learn procedures for

trouble shooting, which. involves "diagnosingthe problems

with ther program and devising solutions to those prob-

Clearly, program planning and trouble shooting a;--e
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hidlIler.cognitive skills which make programming demanding.

The chain of cognitiv,e consequences from the programming

environment includes the language features as well as these

higher cognitive skills..

Higher cognitive skiqls can also be fostered by certain

types of educational software. ReCenty a few pieces of edu-,

cational software have been developed which emphasize plan-

ning And trouble shooting. These. pieces of software have

eleMents analogous to certain'language features in program- .

4-
ming which must .,be combined in a plan to solve a proglem.

As in programming, the plan is often faulty and must be
. -

debugged. One example of such software is Rogkv's

from the Learning Company. .En ROOk'S aggtS the basic

ments are logic gates: AND gates, OR gates and NOT gates.

Students must combine the logic gates and attach them

shape and color sensors in order to build a machine. The

those.whichmachine examines a series of-objects, identifies

should be "kicked" by ROgky's- SOOt, kicks the shapes it

identifies and earns points, Students need to.build Machines

which will kick the correct shapes. When they succeed', they

get,.the maximum amount of points and Rocky, araccoon. comes

out and dances to reward them. As educational software

which requires planning and debugging -such as.ROOky'S ,EtCitAS

becomes available, the potential of the cofiputer learning

. environment

enhanced.

foster higher -cognitive skills Will be

O



Links in the Chain of Cognitive,Conseduences

Entertainment software and educatiqonal game: sof ware.

eaclh: have the potential' Sr ',fostering cognitiv skills
.

the ability to discov4r and,test plans for problem soIet-
,

tions. Although much of this software' emphasizes. primariIy .

eye-hand tbdrdination; soMe:,may foster nigher. cognitive
r.

skill. Since females -are, less. likely than males to use

entertainment and game software they, may often

opportunity to develop, skills frorri' computer learning
. _

environments which tould"formjv lihk the ci=iainaf"_ dogni-
,

tive consequences.

For many 'of. these computer dames; students discover -1.1r-

_

develop problem salving procedures: Current books and

Iles describe- howeto plan solptions for oames's6ch: ae*Pacthan

or Jumgmian Ae4g. .Ahl & Staples; 1984).' :Expert players of

saMes Such as agace Invaders can often provide extensiv,

desc6riptions
A

of their procedures.

The plans , are acquired by trial and error; by

observing fXpert players, by reading descriptions 'and by

conceptual analysis, of the gams. The process of disdoverino

plan for a complex problem is a highsr cognitive skill

characteristic of problem solving which can. be seen as a

in the chain of cognitive consequences derived from

computer environments for learnilig.

One example of such a plan comes from observing use 64
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Sea DraciOn. In Sea Draga the4plyer guides a ship thcoughi.

a maze -"like coUrse and shoots at a variety .Of targets.' If

the' ship .either hits the wall of the maze or gets hit by

'PrOJeCtileS it returns to an earlier Ptint 4n the maze and

repeats tnat segment. One student using_ Bey Dragon ini7

tial;ly tried the Obvious plan of going ,as f gr as he could

into the maze.but his score was very.low. +le observed that.

his:score in 'the first -few minutes .was
P
proporti.onatelv''.

than' his score after he had played for a whire.. The
A

-

stu eryt developed a plan: He went almost tc the first bar--

put=.Pose so that 4

would bye. sent? back to the beginning of the game. By qoing.f,

rier in' the game and then hit theozall

ti _ through- one siqment again and again, the student _gained

higher score than any of his friends.:
1\-

.

P.

Besides developing planS 'which help them win games,

students_ using computerS may change t he.qame or test the *. 1

'

.limits of thefcomputer.-c An example f how stUdentS .can;,
. . _ -,. ..i

change a game occurred using the Lawrehdb Hall of Science

Software entitled. What's-in Your. Lunch? This. eddcational
. ..

,activity asks' vi.Sitors to indicate,the food that they atei
;-r__ . _

. . _It

:--9r lunch an tells them about the al.ories,. vitamins,

'minerals; and protein ',:hey consumed. Many'- teenagers,

interacting with What's in YourLuaLh7
,.* .

have invented a game

.

Which could be called 'ig Out." The: object of _the game is

to enter a lunch with the most calories and with .the lvaast

food value,. "These. students change: thelearning ehvironment

by going beyond the information given.,
.1

.

.11



An example of teesting the limits of.. the "envirahment

occurred. with Roc-kt%s Boots. InRockv's Bal#S4 Rocky the

raccoon comes out to*dance-,,4hen. students build .;successful;

machines. This seems to bore manystudents. One student.

ttried picking Rocky up with the cursor: This worked. The

student then went and got the7miTe used for cutting wires

apart i-RoCON!,:'s Bootand*Usegli the knife to "kill Rocky."

Another student, chagrined that :Kocky wouldIentpt.sta off-

screen after .being moved away by the cursor, but rather

returned to dance 'after the' next machine was constructed,
.

tried.unsuccessfully to _"hide" Rocky many rooms .away. By

pro bing )t limits of the game students gained understanding

of the program which controls the dame. The game de N.glop4r.
f

4Jarren RObinette.' Was surprised that students attempted to

pick up RoCky. ie could not.. at first. predicthqw the pro-

gram would respond, clearly indicating that Students were

going beyond the limits envisioned foi- the game.

. .

Experiences such as those deScribed above form links' in

i
ti-i.e ch ain of cognitive consequences, resulting from computer

ft..
..i

. ,

environments for learning. Successful. studentisl discover
0

plans. for using entertainment -like computer tasks which Q0

beyond the infor'FlatiOn given. These p1-ans involve combi.nino

known elements of. the game in new and innovative ways. Stu-
,

dents appear to Discover plans for solving _these problems

using a process similar to. that reciLtired to discover plans..

41IL
i

while using geombtry proofs. or naturally. occurring .prob-

iems;

4a



Students who develop .plans .for computer games also
J.

could .potntially learn. something about the nature of

.

paters and the riaturg of the programs written t guide com-

puters...' For example in, -identifying peculiarities of

;

software like the ability to pick up picky with the ,cursori

stud,gits .recognize the structure of:the underlying program

acid may realize that progrAms can;have yfeatures which' are

Tt made explicit in the instructions.
, -.

8tddents who develop their own plans for games 'also

learn--how4o make the computer environment more stimulating.

These students 1 ?arn that even fairly uninteresting programs

can modified; They capitalize pn the interactive and pre-

cise nature of the computer learning environment and change

it to suit t;4ir own interests. Thus; students lean that,

!,ompiuters are potentially intere.stino even'when 3;the 'tual

task they are required to do onth9sFomputer may Seem dull.

Another effect ofvkinteraction-with computer
; entertain-

,

activities concerns' the opportunity to gain self
.

When students deveIppnew blansfor using computeresteem;

game's; . they tend to get praise or adMiration from their

peers; In-addition;_they experience success in getting a

high liscdre or soiving.a particular puzzle. Thisexperien_de

may contribute to: their assessment of their on competence
-

in working in 'a computer Igarnino en<iironment. `The develop-
:

.ment of this competence may well generaize .tb other tom-
-

pljter learning environments of a more academic nature;
;
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Imp on s Pr-ob-1 em A

Although there is little evidence that students acquire

problem solVing skills
.

in one environment which. they cap use

.

for other problems (e.g. ,Linn.j press) the computer

-environment may timately help foster ,general' problem spiv-,

.

ing.skill irst, the computer environment -prOvide s many

opportu ties to develop and test plans. The interactive

nature of-compiter learning allows ostudents t quickly

cover whether thei-r plans:work. In contrasti many school
. /

environments are slow to inform students abou the accuracy
A.

f their plans. Second, the-computer environment provides

precise information which may help students Modify and

improve their Plans% The exact effect, of 'a given plan .can

be observed and may, provide clues about.which changes ;would

make it work. more effectively-Thir d, the computer

ment provideS multiple, opportunities_ to develop plans in

different sUbject matter'areas. The experience of discover-

.ino plant for solying problems in maiay di'ffe'rent subject

matter environments may-ultimately contribute to a more gen-
,. .

eral understanding of planning. Repe'ated experiences and
.

practice with planning may help stpdehtSseparate general
'

planning procedures from problem specific procedures.:

Researchers refer to general problem solving skills as

meta-reasoning skills. These 'greskills which guide iden-
.

L mt'ficat.ion of plans for sovina ;problems. The romuter

ironment,,Ahows stuo-dem:ts to devise'plans for e range of



yP

1

problems;' thereby Allowing students to develop and test

meta-reasoning skills. One reason_ that students rarely

appear to develop meta reason iy may be that it is difficult

.to separate the subject-matter dependent aspect from the_
-

subject-matter independent aspect (Linn.. in press). Byiprac-
.

*ticing in many computer Iearnin0 environments. students may

Clain these skills. If experience in the se environments is

inequitably distributed; those who participate may be better

prepared for subsequent learning in computer environments.

The Gap2bet.ween Promise and Reality in

Computer Learning Environments

Despite their potential utility. there is a severe gap

between the promise of computers in education3an the real-

.ity of their in classrooms (Linn & Eisc 1983; Linn &
,

Stein; -1984). This gap contributes to the difficulty of

fostering higker cognitive :skills and. of achiewing equitable-
'

outcomes frorri these enVironments. Although:even some intor-

mal computer learning experiences can potentially_ foster

higher cognitive skill as described above; many.. students
4 y

either fail to gain exposure to(these environments(' or fail'
.

to benefit from them., To increase the effecti ss of

'classroom computer learning programs. this' gap must be nar-

rowed;

There are a number of reasons for the gap between prbm-
,

ise and reality in'classroomcomputer learning environments:

First. researchers and educators have not yet identified the

13 :
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full potential of the, computer, for fostering cognitive--

skills; Second; curriculum materials have not been

'developed to take full advantage even of the identified
'-

potential of the computer; Thirdj curriculum materials

whith. -foster cognitive skills tared to be in the subject

matter area of programming; or logic; rather then; say, his-

tory or biology. Fourth, due to lack of effective curricu-

lar materials, many teachers must develop their own activi-

ties with few resources and limited support from their dis-

trittt. Fifth, teacher professional development prognams

haVe either not been develOped

Utilizted

have not been effectively

prepariAg.teatherS for incorporating computers

in their programs. Sixth, researchers and ,ducators have

not fufly identified how computer learning .experiences can

be tailored to the needs of a diverse student body;

The gap betWeen the potential of computers in education

and the reality of their use is compounded by a lack: of

school-based planning for computer education (Linn & Fisher,i.

19870. Planning for computer education can be frustrating;

given the probleMS Mehtlbhed AbOVO; Some districts
,

choose

.

to follow a -"buy now, plan later" approach, deploying lim-

ited resources primarily for hardware, neglecting planning

software, and teacher professional. development. As Argued

elsewhere, allocating resources to planning may ultimately

result in Subttahtial 7 benefit to schools (Linn & Fisher;

1983). Un+ortUhAtel the limited available resources for

computer educatiOn sometimes -force schools E curtail

14
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necessary activities,such as planning in order

minimum hardware purchases.

make

s a result of . this situation, few- computer-based

courses "effectively fdster*the higher cognitive skillS which

coutld be taught; For OXAMple, much programming instruction-

teaches the language features but, not the planning required

to put those features together. Although a few .students

learn highen cognitive skills autonomoUsly, the remainder

probably fail to gain thete skills if they are not

emphaSized in. instruction.

The gap between promise and reality in computer OdUCa-

tion contributes to the potential fen inequitable,outCOmes

because only a relatively few students are served effec-

tively. Good teaching can potentially benefit the least

prepared students more than Others. FUrthermore, students

With limited previous experience with computers and interest

in compUter.use are more likely to attempt 'arid complete

well-taught class than a poorly taught class.

Parti-cipation eg-: Males an -d- Fpm al-es- in

COMOUter Learning EnvIronments

More males than females partLcipate in computer leArn-

ing environments. Furthermore, females. are ;poorly

represented in courses which have the greatest potential for

higher cognitive Skill development. In California, females

comprise 42% Of the 51 481 participants- in high school
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instruction .which involves computers; when. they do partici-
.

pate4 females are 86% of the students in word procesSing

courses and only 37% of the students-in programming courses;

Thus4 females' participate more freduent, in courses which

are, less likely to fOstr higher cognitive

The participation Of males and females in informal. com-

puter learninglenvironments is similarly skewed._ Only 26f

f the 2693 students registering for computer courses at the

Lawrence Hall of Science .over the last three years were

females; Females comprised only 19% of the students in

'Intermediate BASIC compared to 34'4 of the students in an,__

introductory course called "Micros for Micros." The SituaT,

tion at computer camps; according to Hess and Muira (1983)4

echoes that found at the Lawrence Hall of Science: -about

0% of the students enrolling in the computer camps are

females; SimiIarly4 Hes;piand Muira report that families are

more likely to purchase computers for males than for females

and to spend more money on computer purchases for male chil-

dren than for female children;

The trend continues through collSge, females are less

likeI\ to earn degrees in compUter science than are males.

In 1'981 females earned 32.5% of the bachelor's degrees and
,

23% of the masters' degrees in computer sciencei,(Vetter;

1983); t the University .of California at Berkeley

currently. about 37% of the computer science maJors are

females; Trips; female participation at the college level in

16
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cognitively 'demanding .computer learning environments

corresponds to participation at loWer grade levels.
4.

Inequitable participAtion in compUter learning-environ-

ments by socio-economic status (SES) is also evident in sur-

vey data. Schools of low SES which are predominantly_ white

are about half as.likely as high SES schoOls,to have micro-

computers (Backer; 1983). Similarly, chools with predom-

inantly minority populations are about hglf as likely to

have computers as'are predominantly white high SES schbOlt.

Low SES and minority schools, thus, offer:"le.gs pailticipation

in computer learning environments. Presumably the pattern

of differential participation between males and femalet con-

tinues to prevAl in the environments, Vrieaning that IOW

SES women are very unlikely to get exposure to computer

learning environments.

It is evident that 'the inequitable participation in

computer learning environments has the potential b+ increas-
-

ing the.individuar differences among children.' Studentt

exposed to computer learning environments have the OpportUn-
.

ity of gaining higher cognitive. skills not, available to

their pears.

Three consequences inequitable participation in cdm

outer learning emvie-dmmehts deserve mgntion.- First, socie-

tal productivity may be hampered becaul.e individuals are not

trained to their full potentiai.. Employees may be forced to

hire under - qualified workers because the most talented



students were not trained: Second; individual' satisfaction

-may be curtailed. because potential job-related , success and

financial benefits are not rhi-eved. Careers'in Computer-
,

related fields tend toghave hir salaries (Vetter; 1983) and

an
i

offer professional satisfaction: . Lack of equitable
.

access to training makes these benefits unavailabl-eto some

deserving. learners. Third; the. underrepresentation of

females in computer-related fields, gay inhibLt the
.

ihflU

ence of thefemale perspective described by Gilligan (1983).

This perspective could potentially respond to Concerns that

computerenviCnments dehumanize society:
4

Factors contributing to differehti-a-1-

pActi-Clipation in computer learning enVironmentS

I
. ) ' .

.

. ,

Hypotheses to explain thedifferential participation of
_ -

males and females in computer learning environments

emphasize bcrEh content and proeiess features Content

features include- the reliance On mathematics and science.-

related information in mu5n computer software and the use

violent themes

or

in many computer games. Process features.

include the predise; interactive nature of the environment. -

Content features
0

Much has been written about how the content features of

computer "environments discourage participation of females.

(e.g. Lochteed and Prakt, i,n press;

Endreweit:

Sheingold, Kane and

1983); For exam% , Lepper & Malone (1983) have
- .
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shown that the violent themes of many entertainment-oriented'
s

computer 'games tend to appeal to males' more than femaleS.

Computer companies target their advertising ,to males (who

comprise 96% of the .purchasers of computers) 'there)qx charac-

terizing computing as a male domain. Lepper (in press) notes

. that mathematics :and- science content characterize much of

the available educational software:: Since scientific. prob-
/

Iem solving is perceived as a male domain it may not tJe. an

objective of females to master that environment. In addi-

tiOn; societal expectations tend to encourage males but not

females to participate in scientific activities.

Changing the content features of a computer learning-

-,environment can influence .participation. Fcr- example,

BUrger (19821 investigated the effect of science content.

1 versus art' content on the participation of males and :Females

in computer larni.ng. He compared software which taught

controlling variables .using scientific ;content to.software

:which taught controlling variables using artistic -content.

!Both programs emphasized the same. fundamental crIncept. He

fOund that males were much more likely than females to

interact with the scientific content program but that males

and females were equally likely to interact with the artis-

tic content program. When participation males and

females was equal; the cognitive outcomes for the groups did

not differ.

.Thus; the content features of some
.

computer environ7
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'menus evidently tend to dissuade females from participating.

Changing contnt features tan help; At times, -such chahget

will influence the nature of the outcome. For example, i El,

-
the Burger (1982) study; if siudehts needed to learn the

variables, in the sciehtific condition, males would haVe An

advantage not remedied by changing the subject matter ton-7.

tent of the program (e;g; LiHrt; 1983) . Changipg the content

1features of a computer environment may not be tUffiCieht itb

achieve equitable participation + males and feMales-

F'e-oaes features

.

The Assessing.the Cognitive Consqquences fOr Computer

Environments

examining the

for Learning Project has conducted two ttUdiet

processes. WhiCh characterize respontet.

Males and females t- cognitively demanding prograMminglike'

toftware. Mandinath nd C6rno (1984) . have studied the

i4umgus task. BUrbules and Reese r1983) have studied the

Rocfri's Boots task.

These studies inVOld ehvironments which require the

1igher .cognitive skills of planning and trouble shooting At

described above; and thu- tke advantage of .the potential

cognitive

e4ehvirdhments require problem

consequenitet from crputer . learning. These

solving processes common in

other types of scientific problem solving. 'Studentt must

lesrm.a fairly constraint -laden system and then manipulate

the' language features.' of the system .+o' solve the.prObleMt.'

.11-1 solving mechanics problem in physics for example, one
4
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learns some concepts; some formulas for combining those con-

cepts; and then one is required to plan combinaticAs of the

concepts in order to solve complex probleMs (e..q. Larkin;

McDermott; Simon; and SimoniI9SI). Some computer :learning

environments have importar:t similarities with scientific
.06

problem solving environments; As mentioned above; it is

precisely the close resemblance of these learning environ-

,mentsto mathematics and science robIem solving 'environ-

ments that may contribute to the lac< of participation of

females.

WUMPUs-
0

Wumpus is a computer based strategy game; In Wumpus the

problem solver searches through twenty rooms each connected

to three other rooms. There are multiple paths to each.room.

The player must locate the room which has the,Wumpus in it,

and -shoot the Wummut with4narrow; If ti-re player enters a

room with the WuQus in it or with a pit in iti:the player

Will bth bats in a

it

(S3he will be picked up .by the bats and moved to s different

room Which could be a room with a pit in it; The player

receives hints-about the: adjacent rooms. If there is a pit

in any adjacent room the hint is "I feel a draft. ': If there.'

are bats.; ip any adjacent rooms the hint is "I hear flap-

ping." Ik there is a Wumpus within two rooms of the room;

the hint is "I smell a Wumpus;" The. player must travel from

room to room picking up hints Until there'is enough in+orma-

Vii.1,.1A
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tiom.to figure out where ..the WumPOs-i s. Then the playe- can

try .'to shoot the Wumpus with an arrow: Wumpk..7 :S .a game of

both strategy and luck. Even the best strategy does not

always prevent the player from being killed. Sometimes the

best strategy is toenter a room even though it might have

batt in it. At other times, the best strategy is to gather

more information. Successful Wumpus players need to combine

ca n With a.willingnesS to take risks.' At the beginning

game caution is.important. After the game has been

played for a while, it may,sometimes be necessary to, take

risk in order

judicious risk is the best strategy. Learne% who suceed

at the game discover when they.should.take risksand when

they should gather more informatton. Learners who 41.4e

unnecessary risks' tend to get ski lled i n the early parts of_

the game. 'Those who are extremely cautious, tend to make

redundant moves. At least in some implementations, a stu-

gain more information. At that point a

di.nt_could stay alive by moving a and forth- between two

safe rooms almost for7ever.

In the WUMpw7:,,. study, 48 (24 male and 24 female)

volunteer junior.high students participated,in four instruc-

tional sessions arl d then received p ost-tests; Students were

assigned tO either an activation condition or a modeling

condition. In both conditions, students were encouraged to

record the rooms they visited to reduce the-memory load

needed to keep .track of :What was going. on. In the activation

condition,. a. discovery mode prevailed. Students'
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interacted with Wumous with little intervention from the
'_ 4

experimenter;-In the modeling condition; students were given

expl4cit inetructionc; ;_Students were encouraged'to be caU-.

tious, to consider .whether known't4isks ought to be taken,

and to seek alterhative solutions; The students were

encouraged to, find another .path rather than exploring rpoms
:

*_ .

,Whichght have bats or pits; As will be clear below'
.

-...
. .

.

although these instrujtions, were helpful; there'are deAW-i-
__-,.__\ ,- ____ ,_ ,

backs.in encouraging-aution without alSO".;encoUraging stU"--.
. .;. .

_, ,. . , I

dents to take necessary riskt; The Gium-busstudy included
.

careful observation of processes students used to interact
.

with the computer, r'ecortlj.ng 0- verbalizations, recording Of

students predictions concerning the sUtc,ess of their .next

move; and administratioq of attqibution measures. The study

is reported in greater detail Mandinach and Corno (1984)-
,_.4N

RoC°ky7's Boots

The Rocky 's Soots study involved the participation of 7

1 4; .

volunteer junior high aged students in 5 40- minute, sessions

with Rocky 's Bi'sots; Since hav ing students talk about* their

-problem .solving while solving problems;tends'to create an
=

information overload for the problem solver; students ''werek

observed. and then.: asked comment on their perforMance._

tie-fore student's tried out machines for example; they were

asked to predict whether the machine would work and to com:-

ment on' the processes that they used for constructing the.

Machine; This. wasanexploratory study,* Verbal protocella

23
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.'were' tape recorded and the experimenters took notes on th.

performance of in:dividual students. Results from the study

. are indicative of trends 'but cannot be viewed_ as statisti-
.

I'

cally significant sinc e there were only four- male and three

-female, p)ar''tici,pants.

Four 'Consistent differences in the processes used by

males and
.
females emerged in these two studies; Each of

the previouslythese differences -could be attributed

documented di-rierential. experience in
.

einvironmentsletween males and females;

Going Beyond' the Information Given

computer. learning

. Boys were more likely than girls..when participating in

these computer learning -environmerts; to go. beyond the
4

information given in the learning environment..as described

above; ',students using Rocky. Boots had a tendency to pick

up Rocky and carry him around; Boys were f;ir more likely

than girrspo go beyond the information given in picking up

Rocky and in testing other limits of the Rocky' s E.o Zs came;

For -;,exampIe..boys were more likely than girls to experiMent

with stopping and starting the
i

modifications to thiJ machines While 'thby were running.

machines or with .ipaking

k

. In WurlauS males- were also more likely than females
*

go beyond the information giyeni as illustrated by response

reo the modelinpacondition; Females impr4ve0 in response to

the modeling condition for the first- three'sessions and then
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L
perfOrmed considerably less well -in- the foueth. seSsion.

Females'. decline in perforripce in the fourthsession can be

specifically attributed to their increasing tendency to make
1

redundant moves father- than to take necrssary irisks.

Females appeared to be conscientiously 4ollowinc the
\,/

instructile to proceed with caution b making redundant.

moves. In 'contrast; the males seemed to be z able - to go

beyond the information in the modeling 'instructions-and to

assume necessary risks at appropriate times

Students who go beyond the information given learn why

the rules work; if indeed the rules do work; It seems rea-

sonable to assume that individuals need to have some under-
.;

.standing .of 'the learning environment before they' are ready

to go beycind the information; g These differential
, .

responses to Wum.aus may reflect previous differential

experiences with other

ments.

constraint -laden learning envirOn-

Ultimately in constraint-laden environments; it is

necessary to risks- in' order to find out What . going

on. Females may be less willing to take riks than males

(e.g: de Benedictis; Delucchii: Harris; Linn; and Stage; in

press).

Expectations About Performance

Males are m e realistic than e n .predicting

their own success and "Failtire in computer learning-environ-

Roctly's Boots; 'males were more .likely thanments. In

-Females to accurately predict whether their Milchines would;

si
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.

/4

work after they had constructed then.? FUrtherMdre, When.

A

males failed to make accurate predictions abbut the :success

or failure of; their machimesthe)% tended tO be Optiffiittit.

Males. :tehdeq!.tO preditt.'tAt their machines wouldwOrk when
n.

4

in fact- their machines did not work. In contrast, when

4ediales fiiled* :to accurately predict whether or "not their

machines would work they tended to be pessimistic.. FeMalet

tended to predict. that their' machines' would Aot work.

responding to Rocky l's Boots; fewaes were Tar more 1 i..r6]..y

:HaI
in

males to make Gerbal comments;;. tit&h:at "I'M stupid, I

don.t undeiWtand this; 4 or I,' don 't know- anything abbUt.tliitiL
- _

.
- _ _

,

,

.puters; I'll 'never i be ir abi e
.1

to , do this," or "7: 'can't do

__.

thkt. Thus;. females were less accurate in preditting thei_r
v

success in the environment and in general; expected ;that,

t.hey'olould ript do very welt. Both the lack- of accuracy and

.the, pessimism on the part of females in the Reic-k: aoti-ta

envi-onment may reflect o- f !experience with thi:isort of
an ..erivironment.

"
. ,

' Wumous; -:,similar results

realistit than girls . in 'pre

Sitecv-four. p'ertent of ,the time

outcome of their game cogpared

were found. Boytjwere more
-

ictino success in the came.

oys accurately predicted thp

fi:fty-thet percent 40- the

:time for girls,. Consistent wit the findings for Rat-k's'

Boots;, girls Were inaccurate and pessimistic twenty 7thesie.

percent of the time; whereas b
.;

.

were 'inaccuwate and pet-

tiMittic ''only.,thirteen- .permen of the time. Each group was

optimistic' butt inaccurate abou

.a

fifteen percent Rf the time
'
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and between seven'and ten pergent o+ the time each group was

unaOle predict the outcome of the game.

Females were less successful on WUrnads and they, in

general, had less previous experience with environments

similar to Wumpus. Thus, males' more realistic expectations

about their success and failure in both Wumpus and Rockv's

Boots may well reflect greAter experience with these sorts

f environments.

Attributions of Success and Failure

In making attributions for success and failure in com-

.grxter learning environments, boys have a clearer understand-

ing-of their own role in the situation than do girls. Boys

are more likely to attribute success and failure to the

presence of lack of an appropriate strategy for the problem,

while girls are more likely to attribute success and failure

to their own ability. In Rocky's Boots, boys; -were more

likely than girls to explain the specific reasons why the

machine had failed and to attribute the failure of. the

machine to the lack of a specific strategy. Girls were more

likely to attribute Plailure o4 the machine personal latk

of competence.

In Wumpus, questionnaire responses and observations of

attributibn patterns were available. Both boys and girle:

responded to a questionnaire about ther.:. attributions Of

success and faiIEtre in computer learning experiences. Oh



the gUettiOhhaire, boys were more likely than girls to

attribUte success or failure' to using a "good" strategy

while girls attributed success and failure to general abil-

ity and to task diffitUlty. While playing Wumpus, forty

percent of the boys and only eighteen percent of the girls '

made attribUtiOnt abOUt their success. Boys demonStrated

their increased Understanding of the environment by attri-

butihg their success firSt to task difficulty and then to

strategy. Ih contrast, girls attributed most of their suc-

cess- to ruck and faiked to consider the role of strategy;

Task difficultY'is certainly a component of ruck, however,

girls tended-tti lUMO task difficulty and other components of

luck together, While boys differentxated these features of

the sftLwtion..

.4.

Thus, in attributions for success and failure in com-

4

puter learhingenvirohmentti boys seem to seek explanations

+qr. their performaMce while girls seem to seek excuses;

This situation could stem from boys greater experience with

compUter learning environments .and other similar :environ-

ments. .:

Help seeking

Girls were more_likely than boys to seek help in com-

puter learning environments. . In_ kUmpus, and in Rocky s

Boots, the girls were more likely than the boys to ask the

experimenters for assistance and to ask for, approval of

their actions. Differential-help seeking could reflect

28



di.fferential experience with the coMputer learning environ-

ment (girls may need more help). It could also reflett dif-

ferential expectations about the knowledge level. of the

experimenters. Perhaps girls are more likely than be/s to

believe that eperimenters and other people in positions of

authority have information which they can use.

summary, a variety of evidence concerning the

processes used by males and females in computer environments

suggests that females are earlier pnithe learning curve, as

a group, than males. Of course, these group differences are

not characteristic of each individual male and. female. In

bOth the Rocky:s. Boots and the Wumpue study, there were

exceptional feMales who scored *.as well as or better than all

the males. As grouphowever, females used processes which,

reflected less experience and less facinty in -interactipg"

with the environment.

Conclusions

The inequitable participation of males and females in

computer learning environments may well contribute to dif,=

.

ferential achievement of the problem solving skills which

have been labeled the "new basics". by the National Science

Board when calling for reform in mathematics and science.

education.

Differential participation of'males and females
-
in even

relatively cognitively -undemandi.ng learnind environments

such as computer entertainment games can potentiallV
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cOntribute to differential response in other environments;

Females may be dissuaded froM participation in entertainment

or recreational computer learning because they find the con-
.

tent features of many computer games unappealing: Differen-

tial response to the content of computer entertainment games

may contribute to differential success in .cognitively

demanding computer learning environ4nts because these games

may foster skills which become pert of the chain cogni-

tive consequences from computer leaning environmen s. Cog-

nitively demanding.computer learning 'environments such as

Rocky's Boots and programming have the potential to foster

higher cognitive skills. Females may come to these environ-

ments with -less relevant experfence than males and may,

therefore; require more effective instruction to benefit
. .

equally.

All_ students benefit from effective instruction.

Females may have a greater opportwmity than males of bene-

fiting ..frod effective instruction in 'computer learning

environments because they are more likely to need and to

seek help. Females may need more instruction about how to

take ad:vantage of these environments. Otherwise they may

continue to make excuses rather than to seek explanations,

and to follow the instructions rather-than tolkest the Um-
,

its of the environment; Thus; equity in computer learning

can be enhanced by narrowing the olp:between the promise of

computers in education acid the reality of their use in

classrooms;
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,Since malestand females do respond differently to com-

puter learning environments; equitable outcomes fir the
. ,

sexes will be enhanced if teachers tailor instructioh to the

needs of each learner. Females more than males may respond

to explicit instruction. As noted for Wurnau-s4 howeverl

females appear to be more likely than males to follow
A

instructions completely--even when followint the instruc-

tions becomes counter-productive. Thusl- explicit instruc7.1

tions must, be care+ully designed. Alternativelyl since -

females laCk previous .experience with computer learning

environments4 they may benefit from guided explok.ation,which

encourages them to experiment with going beyond the informa-

tion given rather than from explicit instruction. Research

'is needed to clarify how best to tailor computer.learning

environment to the needs of males and females.
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